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INTRODUCTION

Experimental immunology is a rapidly developing field in which an ever-
increasing number of cell types, molecules and interactions between them are
being described. Despite the availability of detailed experimental data, our
understanding of the 'functioning' of the immune system remains very
primitive. Simple issues, such as the immunity/memory phenomenon, and
essential issues, such as selfnon-self discrimination, are largely unresolved.
Our approach to this problem is to view the immune system as a highly
complex information-processing system. Information is provided in the form
of ( ) the (huge) repertoire ofB and T cell receptors, (2) the repertoire of self-
antigens, (3) MHC molecules, and (4) various foreign antigens that attempt
to invade the system. This information is processed by interactions among
the various cell types and molecules that constitute the immune system. As a
result of the information-processing immune systems respond in a coordi-
nated way both to pathogens and to self-antigens. In our 'bioinformatic'
approach we attempt to pinpoint the interactions (i.e. the informatic
processes) that account for the phenomena we are interested in. In our
attempts to pinpoint the pivotal informatic processes in immunology, we
previously discerned two levels of informatic organization: (I) profound
networks of receptorreceptor (i.e. 'idiotypic') interactions, and (2) cellular
and/or molecular interactions involved in the clonal (B and/or T cell)
response to antigen. This chapter reviews our previous results. In combi-

L' nation, these results are counter-intuitive because information processing in
the highly complex and seemingly powerful profound networks of idiotypic
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interactions turned out to be inferior to that of the simple autocatalytic
interactions between helper T cells (Th) and the growth hormone (IL2) that
these cells produce. Additionally it will be shown that Th may hinder the
development of functional idiotypic interactions among B cells.

Networks of idiotypic interactions seem to be an inevitable property of
immune systems. Jerne (1974, 1984) based his network theory on the
'completeness' axiom: if the repertoire of receptor molecules can collectively
respond to virtually any antigen, i.e. if the repertoire is 'complete', receptors
(i.e. idiotypes) should also respond to other complementary receptors (i.e. to
anti-idiotypes). These networks of idiotypic interactions have often been
compared to neural networks (see e.g. Jerne, 1974; Varela et al., 1988).
Neural networks, for which Hopfield equations provide the general para-
digm system, are capable of complex computational processes (such as
learning and memory) (Hopfield and Tank, 1986). It is thus frequently
proposed that immune systems 'function' by means of similar profound
network properties. We here analyse this proposal by means of a 'bottom up'
approach: starting with basic assumptions about idiotypic interactions, and
their effects on B cell proliferation, we develop 'fundamental' idiotypic
network models. If immune systems do indeed function by means of
idiotypic interactions, our models should eventually acquire regulatory (or
computational) properties reminiscent of those described for neural network
models. This is, however, not borne out by our analysis (De Boer, 1988; De

Boer and Hogeweg, 1989b). In the next section we will review the problems
that we have encountered with idiotypic network theory.

The 'clonal selection' level of the immune system, on the other hand,
consists of the various cell types that are clonally activated by antigen (self or
non-self). From the total repertoire antigen seems to 'select' the various
clones that recognize it; this is 'clonal selection' theory (Burnet, 1959). These
lymphocyte clones communicate via cell to cell contacts and/or via the

production of signalling molecules (i.e. lymphokines). We have previously
analysed complex 'networks' of such interactions among various clonally

activated cell types. This analysis pinpointed helper T cell (Th) proliferation
as the most crucial process in immunoregulation (De Boer et al., 1985; De
Boer and Hogeweg, 1987a,b). Therefore, in the next section we will concen-
trate on Th proliferation (i.e. on one clone).

In the final results section we present verbally the results obtained with a

model that combines the features of the previous two sections. The model

incorporates the Th interactions in the B cell idiotypic network model.

Although the most crucial result of the Th model (i.e. the proliferation
threshold) is omitted, the incorporation of Th cells hinders the development
of functional idiotypic interactions. We conclude that idiotypic network

theory is not inevitable, and we propose that more attention should be given

to clonal selection systems.
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A FUNDAMENTAL IDIOTYPIC NETWORK MODEL

For a detailed description of our symmetric network models we refer to De
Boer and Hogeweg (1989a,b). In our models idiotypic interactions are
symmetric. This follows from the idea of complementary idiotypes: if
idiotype `i' is a complement of `f ,"1" is also complementary to T. Hoffmann
(1979, 1980) first proposed this simple and attractive theory. Note that
symmetry occurs 'naturally' in the shape space model proposed by Segel (in
this volume). In our model clones never recognize themselves (i.e. we set all
All to zero, see below).

In the models we consider N clones of B lymphocytes; each clone is
regulated by three processes: (1) influx of newborn cells from the bonemar-
row (S), (2) normal turnover of cells (D), and (3) proliferation (P). The rate
of cell proliferation is governed by a growth function G(X,, Ag aId,), which
depends on (1) the size of the clone (X,), (2) the antigen (AO, and (3) the total
amount of anti-idiotype (aId,). The function G(X, Ag aid) is maximally
one; proliferation then proceeds at a rate P per cell per day. The function
(eqn (2)) is a log bell-shaped curve: too large anti-idiotype concentrations
reduce the crosslinking and hence the rate of cell proliferation. For reasons of
simplicity, antigen can only increase (up to a certain maximum) the rate of
cell proliferation: the antigen doseresponse curve is a simple saturation
function. Antigen cannot grow and is eliminated by the clone that recognizes
it. We thus propose the following model:

aId,=E X;
i=1

Ag, + aid, P2G(X Ag aid)
+ F X, + Ag, + aId, P2 + aId,

X = D X, + P X,G(X Ag

Ag,'
KA& X,
K, + X,

The parameter setting is: Sl0 cells day', D = 1 day', P = 1.5 day',
P1 = 103, P2 = 106, F = 0.01, K = 1, K, = 105. The virgin (i.e. unaffected)
population density equals SID 10 cells. The influx is slightly different for
each clone (to prevent settlement into unstable equilibria): S has a mean of 10
cells per day with a 10% standard deviation. Virgin populations are too small
to evoke proliferation (SID 4 131): idiotypic interactions are negligible in the
virgin state. Large X, populations (F X, P,) cannot be stimulated by small
antigen and/or anti-idiotype concentrations; this is a buffering effect (see De
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Boer and Hogeweg, 1989a). Maximum proliferation proceeds at a rate
P D=0.5 cells per cell per day (this corresponds to a doubling time of
about 16 h). The affinity matrix (A,) is drawn randomly from a uniform
distribution between zero and one. The low-D models have been analysed by
GRIND (De Boer, 1983) which performs numerical 0-isocline analysis and
numerical integration. High-D models are integrated by means of a variable
step-size RungeKuttaMerson integrator implemented in NAG (1984).

Memory

Consider a network of two clones: X, and X2, which see each other with
maximum affinity (i.e. it112= 1). In Fig. IA this 2D network is analysed
statically: the curved lines are the 'Yr= 0 and the X, = 0 isoclines. The region
in which X, expands is shaded; X, proliferates in the large shaded region
situated at an intermediate X, population size. The isoclines intersect in three
stable equilibria: the virgin state ( V) and two immune states (I, and /2). In the
absence of antigen the system always remains in the virgin state; here
idiotypic interactions are negligible. Figure 1B shows the same picture with a
trajectory (i.e. the fat line) that was initiated by introducing antigen
recognized by X, (i.e. Ag, was set to 104). In response to antigen, X,
proliferates (the trajectory moves to the right), which, in turn, evokes the
proliferation of X, (the trajectory moves upwards). As a consequence of the
proliferation of X,, antigen is rejected (not shown) and the system settles into
the I, equilibrium. In this new state the system is immune to Ag,: reintroduc-
tion of Ag, leads to rapid rejection because X, is already enlarged. X2,
however, is suppressed in the I, state: introduction of Ag, into this state never
leads to rejection because X, fails to proliferate. Therefore, the previous
exposure to Ag, is specifically remembered by the network.

105

X2

10

100.0-

1 100.0 105 108X1 .1 100.0 105 xi 108

Fig. 1. A 2D network with maximum affinity (Al2=1). (A) The X; =0 and X;=0
isoclines define three stable equilibria: a virgin state (V) and two immune states
(/, and /2) The X; >0 region is shaded. (B) The trajectory of a switch from the
virgin state to an immune state (4) as it is evoked by an antigen dose of Ag1=104
cells.
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In both immune states both clones are enlarged, i.e. both clones pro-
liferate. Thus the network maintains its immunity to Ag, by the mutual
stimulation between X, and X2 . The reason why X2 is nevertheless said to be
'suppressed' in the I, state is that it cannot proliferate any further. Any
increase in X, decreases the rate of X2 proliferation, whereas increasing X2
increases X, proliferation. Antigenic stimulation of X2 also fails to evoke
additional proliferation and antigen cannot be rejected: X2 is suppressed.

Absence of fading

Now consider a system with a third clone (X,) that interacts with X2 . We
again introduce Ag, and, as a consequence, X, and X2 switch to the I,
equilibrium. In the I, equilibrium the anti-idiotypic X2 population maintains
the proliferation of the large idiotypic A', population (note that A', X2).
It is therefore to be expected that X2 will also be able to initiate the
proliferation of the (small, i.e. virgin) A', population. In our model we have
implicitly (and quite reasonably) assumed that it should be easier to activate
all cells of a small clone than of a large clone. Thus, on reasonable grounds,
we expect A', to initiate the proliferation of X,. X3 as a consequence switches
to an immune state that is comparable to that of A', in the I, state (not
shown). This reasoning however can be continued: X3 is expected to initiate
the proliferation of the clone(s) to which it is connected, and so on. We
conclude that the idiotypic activation signal fails to fade during its propaga-
tion into the network: along the propagation pathways clones keep on
switching to 'immune' or 'suppressed' states comparable to those described
above.

Connectivity thresholds

The percolation of the idiotypic signal through the network depends not only
on its extinction rate (i.e. on the above-mentioned fading), but also on the
topology of the network. In highly connected networks the propagating
signal will branch several times, and may hence become extinct on one
branch but proceed along another. One can analyse the connectivity proper-
ties of an idiotypic network by means of graph theory (Perelson, in this
volume, analyses these properties by means of percolation theory and
obtains similar results). A randomly connected, symmetric, idiotypic
network corresponds to an (isotrophic) random undirected graph in which
the idiotypic interactions are the edges (E) and in which the clones corre-
spond to nodes (N). The connectivity properties of isotrophic random
undirected graphs (in which E edges connect N nodes equiprobably) were
analysed by Erdos and Renyi (1960), in Kauffman (1986). Several results of
random infinite graphs (in Kauffman, 1986) are of interest for our (finite)
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random idiotypic networks. If E4 N, only small isolated structures are
found, in which any node is connected to a few others. Whenever the ratio of
EIN exceeds 1 /2, a threshold is reached and most nodes are interconnected in
one enormous structure. As EIN increases still further, more isolated nodes
are incorporated into this very large connected structure. (In finite graphs
these thresholds soften to sigmoids.) In our symmetric idiotypic networks, an
average of one edge per two clones (EIN= 1 /2) corresponds to an average of
one idiotypic connection per clone.

The Erdos and Renyi theory thus predicts a phase transition: once the
connectivity exceeds one idiotypic connection per clone, most clones sud-
denly become interconnected. Note that if the connectivity of the idiotypic
network were to be lower, a large proportion of the clones would not be
connected to the network at all (and would hence require other immunoregu-
latory mechanisms). In order to investigate whether immune systems func-
tion by means of network structures, we have to assume that the network
connectivity usually exceeds one connection per clone. Thus most clones are
interconnected in one large structure. However, if we combine this conclu-
sion with our 'absence of fading' results, it follows that each perturbation of
the network (by, for example, antigen) eventually affects all the clones. If
most clones do become affected, the network becomes unresponsive to
perturbation with novel antigens: the perturbation evoked by a new antigen
is generally negligible in comparison to the effect of the vigorous network
interactions. Moreover, the many clones that are involved in the immune
response generate semi-chaotic oscillations of clones switching between the
'immune' and the 'suppressed' state. Antigen-specific memory/immunity
hence becomes an erratic (i.e. oscillatory) phenomenon.

This 'extensive percolation' problem (that is apparently implicit in reason-
able assumptions and theories) is illustrated in Fig. 2. We analyse a series of
networks differing in size (i.e. N) and connectivity (i.e. the average number of
connections per clone: NC). For each clone an average of NC affinity values
(i.e. Au elements) were drawn from a uniform distribution between 0 and I. A
randomly chosen antigen (i.e. Ag,, 1 was introduced into the virgin
state of the N-dimensional system (i.e. all clones are sized around SilD). The
antigen was removed after 25 days. The network is subsequently simulated
(by numerical integration) until it settles into a stable equilibrium (this may
take more than 3 years). In this equilibrium we score for each clone whether
it is affected by the idiotypic cascade triggered by this antigen (i.e. we score
the number of virgin clones). At the Erdos and Renyi threshold (NC= 1, i.e.
the upper line in Fig. 2) most clones remain virgin following antigenic
perturbation; this is irrespective of the network size. The random antigen
apparently triggers a 'small isolated structure'. At a connectivity of NC= 4,
i.e. above the threshold, nearly all clones are affected by the idiotypic
cascade; this is also irrespective of the network size. The NC= 2 line is at an

,
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Fig. 2. The network properties of profound idiotypic networks. Each line in the
figure represents a series of networks (each point is one network) varying in size
(i.e. N). The various lines represent different connectivities in these networks
(from top to bottom: NC=1, NC=2 and NC=4). If NC=1 most clones remain
virgin, if NC=4 most clones are affected by the idiotypic cascade; this is largely

independent of the size of the network.

intermediate level due to random fluctuations, i.e. its level depends on
whether or not the random antigen triggers the largest connected structure.

No solutions

We have tried to overcome these unreasonable network properties in three
ways (De Boer and Hogeweg, 1989b). Firstly, we used an affinity matrix
which was no longer drawn from a random distribution, but which was based
on complementary matches of idiotypes. Each clone was represented by a
pattern of real numbers, and patterns were shifted to find the location of the
optimum complementary match. (This resembles the complementary match-
ing of bit-patterns used by Farmer et al., 1986, or Perelson, in this volume.)
Although these procedures generate a network topology that is different
from those of random networks, we found a very similar phase transition
around a connectivity of NC I. Secondly, we made inhibition more general
than activation, i.e. we incorporated long-range inhibition' and 'short-range
activation' (by using an affinity matrix for inhibition that required less
optimum complementary matches). This is known to promote pattern
formation (Meinhardt, in this volume), a difference in the range of inhibition
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and activation was also used in the shape space model (Segel, in this volume).
In our model long-range inhibition' however failed to reduce the percola-
tion: the idiotypic cascade involves a similar number of clones. Additionally,
the network behaviour involves more (semi-chaotic) oscillations (that are
initiated by the long-range interactions). In our models, long-range inhibi-
tion always implies long-range activation because clones that are inhibiting
other clones will start to activate the other clones whenever they are inhibited
themselves. Thirdly, we incorporated antibodies in the model. This also
failed to reduce the percolation (even if we incorporated formation of
antibodyantibody complexes). These additional results (De Boer and
Hogeweg, 1989b) clearly support the robustness of our extensive percola-
tion results. However, the interpretation does not become conclusive because
it can always be argued that our model omits some essential element of
idiotypic network theory. If this is indeed the case, we have at least
demonstrated that the present idiotypic network theory is insufficient. It
would be very important if this putative essential element were to be
identified. However, we think the most likely explanation for our findings is
that immune systems do not function by means of profound network
structures. With regard to the classical idiotypic network theory we conclude
that the properties of profound idiotypic network structures are unreason-
able: very reasonable network models display extensive percolation of the
idiotypic signal; this generates erratic immunity and a general unresponsive-
ness to subsequent antigenic perturbations.

HELPER T CELL PROLIFERATION

An alternative view about the functioning of immune systems is based on
clonal selection theory (Burnet, 1959). We now therefore consider the cellular
and/or molecular interactions among the cells constituting the 'clonal'
response to one specific antigen. We have previously analysed complex
models incorporating several of the various cell types that constitute the
immune response to tumours (De Boer et al., 1985). We were able to show
that, in these models, helper T cells (Th) played such a pivotal role that the
immune response of the model could largely be characterized solely by the Th
reactivity. Therefore, we here concentrate on Th proliferation, i.e. we reduce
the clonal response of several cell types to that of one Th clone. All cells of
this particular clone are maximally stimulated by antigen. These cells
respond to this antigen in a peripheral (mouse) lymph node. For reasons of
simplicity we consider a compartment within this lymph node in which all

cells (of this clone) and IL2 molecules are mixed homogeneously. The
compartment is seeded with cells of this clone by the thymus at a rate of S
cells per day. IL2 molecules are produced locally, i.e. only by the cells in this
volume.
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There is a striking difference in the number of reasonable parameter
estimates available for the Th proliferation model and for our simple model
of BB idiotypic interactions. The IL2 doseresponse curves are known to:
(1) be slightly sigmoid on a linear scale (Hooton et al., 1985), (2) reach 50%
of their maximum around an IL2 concentration of 5 pm (Ashwell et al., 1986;
Gullberg and Smith, 1986), and (3) be identical for proliferation and IL2-
receptor binding (Robb et al., 1981). Our IL2 doseresponse function F(IL2)
is a sigmoid saturation curve with 50% of its maximum at IL2 = K.

IL2u
F(IL2)

+ IL2u

We conceptually prefer to consider the number of IL2 molecules in our
volume and not the IL2 concentration. Both IL2 production and IL2
absorption are measured in terms of molecules and not in concentrations. (In
this model, however, IL2 molecules diffuse homogeneously over the com-
partment; thus the IL2 concentration is simply a constant fraction of our
population of IL2 molecules.) One, maximally stimulated, helper T cell (Th)
produces M molecules of IL2 per day. IL2 absorption depends on the
presence of IL2 (according to F(IL2)): one cell maximally absorbs A
molecules per day. IL2 decays or is removed at a rate R per molecule. The
following differential equation is the formal equivalent of this verbal
argument:

IL2' = M Th A Th F(IL2) R IL2 (5)

The helper T cell population (Th) receives a constant influx (S) of precursor
cells from outside the compartment (i.e. from the thymus). Th populations
proliferate in response to IL2, at a maximum rate of P divisions per cell per
day. The Th cells turn over at a rate D per cell per day:

Th' = S + P Th RIL2)D Th (6)

For reasons of simplicity and clarity we deliberately kept this model very
simple (i.e. minimal); similar phenomena, however, also occur in much more
complex models incorporating antigen presentation, antigen growth, and
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (De Boer and Hogeweg, I987b).

Most parameters used in these models were determined experimentally by
in vitro experiments. Due to discrepancies between the in vitro analysis and
the in vivo process, and due to experimental difficulties, such parameters can
only be estimated crudely. We nevertheless derive our parameters from the
empirical literature because the only alternative is to choose them arbitrarily.
Two parameters are entirely unknown: (I) the size of the homogeneous
compartment, i.e. the rate of IL2 diffusion, and (2) the half-life (R) of IL2 in

K,'
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the lymph node. As a standard we choose a volume of 1 Ill, and we assume a
short half-life for IL2 (R=100, i.e. 10 min). Both unknown parameters will
be varied in our analysis. Note that because we assume that the IL2
molecules produced per helper T cell are diluted homogeneously over our
standard volume, changing the size of the volume changes the IL2 concentra-
tion, i.e. changes the K. parameter (the number of IL2 molecules required for

50% proliferation).
One helper T cell produces 4 x iØ IL2 molecules in 3 days (Vie and Miller,

1986); we round this to M=107 molecules per cell per day. A lymphocyte
absorbs 2000 IL2 molecules per hour (Gullberg and Smith, 1986); we round
this to A = 5 x 104 molecules per cell per day. The IL2 concentration at which
proliferation reaches 50% of its maximum is 6.25 pm (Gullberg and Smith,
1986). However, if the experimental procedure circumvents the problem of
IL2 consumption, this parameter varies around 4.4 pm (Ashwell et al., 1986)

(for an antigen-activated cytochrome-c-specific murine helper T cell clone).
Even the latter might be an overestimate since T cells might have become

refractory to IL2 during the assay (Ashwell et al., 1986). For our standard
volume of 1

ill we therefore round these figures to Ki= 3 x 106 molecules
(which roughly corresponds to an IL2 concentration of 5 pm). The slope of
the IL2 doseresponse curve is 1.45 (Hooten et a/., 1985); we round this to
U = 1.5. Non-resting T cells are short-lived (D= 1) (Rocha, 1987); a maxi-
mum proliferation rate P=1.5 then yields a 10-fold increase in 5 days (i.e. an
average doubling time of 1 day). The influx of cells (S) from the thymus
determines the virgin population size (in the absence of proliferation this is SI
D). Influx corresponds to the antigenicity of the antigen recognized by the
lymphocyte population (De Boer et al., 1985).

Proliferation threshold

Figure 3A displays the Th' = 0 and the IL2' = 0 isoclines for various values of
the influx (S) parameter. The region in which both IL2 and Th increase, i.e.
the proliferation region, is shaded (for S=32). If the influx of virgin cells is
sufficiently small the isoclines intersect and form an attractor that is located
at a low Th and IL2 population density. In this equilibrium Th cells fail to
proliferate, i.e. the Th population is tolerant. Moreover, if the isoclines
intersect, the model has two response modes: (1) 'proliferation' in the region
where both Th and IL2 are large, and (2) 'tolerance' in the region where they

are small. Because a primary immune response starts at a small Th clone size
and a low IL2 concentration, stimulation of the system with antigen is not
expected to evoke an immune response, i.e. to evoke Th proliferation: the

system remains 'trapped' in the tolerance region. For the present parameters
this tolerance region (and attractor) exists whenever S < 10 cells per day. If
the influx of virgin precursor cells from the thymus is larger the isoclines do

'
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Fig. 3. The proliferation threshold. (A) The Th'=0 and IL2'=0 isoclines for
various values of S (i.e. S=1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32). The straight diagonal I L2'=0 isocline
is independent of the S (influx) parameter. The bent Th'=0 isocline moves
upwards if S increases. The region in which both Th and I L2 increase is shaded.
The isoclines intersect (and form a 'tolerance' region and attractor) if S< 10. (B)
The Th'=0 isocline of the simplified model (no IL2 absorption and a quasi steady-
state assumption for I L2). The proliferation threshold now shows as a catastrophe
fold. The thick line is a trajectory corresponding to a slow increase in the S (influx)

parameter. Proliferation is initiated if S 10 cells per day.

not intersect, and the shaded (proliferation) region forms a continuum.
Antigens that stimulate many (S> 10) precursor cells, i.e. 'strong' antigens,
therefore always evoke proliferation. We refer to this minimum Th popula-
tion required to initiate proliferation as the 'proliferation threshold'.

Simplification

It can easily be shown (De Boer, 1989) that the form and location of the
Th' 0 and IL2'= 0 isoclines hardly change if the U (sigmoid) or A
(absorption) parameters are varied (e.g. for 1 11., 2 and 103, A , 106). IL2
absorption plays no role in this model because one Th cell produces many
more IL2 molecules than it can maximally absorb (i.e. M> A). Thus, we can
omit absorption from the IL2 equation (eqn (5)) and still preserve our results.
Moreover, because IL2 kinetics (production and turnover) proceed much
faster than Th kinetics, we can make a quasi steady-state assumption for IL2
(trajectories do indeed run along the IL2' = 0 isocline in Fig. 3A). Hence eqn
(5) becomes:

IL2 = (MIR) Th (5a)

Figure 3B displays the simplified Th' = 0 isocline (i.e. one based on eqns (5a)

TH

206

1L2
.2
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and (6)) as a function of the influx (S) of naive (virgin) precursor cells. The
proliferation threshold now appears as a catastrophe fold. The thick line is a
trajectory representing a slow increase in S: proliferation is initiated at

10. In this simplified model we can easily study the effect of the two
unknown parameters (i.e. R and K). Elsewhere (De Boer, 1989) we have
analysed this simplified Th' = 0 isocline as a function of the IL2 half-life (R)
and the IL2 diffusion (IQ. The analysis demonstrates that the proliferation
threshold always exists, but that its exact location (at the influx (S) axis)
depends on the values of these parameters. The threshold located at S 10

can therefore be treated as an example which is based on quite reasonable
parameter estimates.

Tolerance

We conclude that Th populations that consist entirely of immuno-competent
cells may fail to proliferate in the absence of any inhibitory signal. This
intrinsic form of tolerance results from a paucity of IL2 in circumstances
where insufficient Th cells, all producing IL2, have accumulated. The
location of the threshold depends on the (1) rate of IL2 diffusion, and (2) IL2
turnover. A similar proliferation threshold exists in a variety of models (De
Boer and Hogeweg, 1987a,b; Kevrekidis et al., 1988). In the present simple
model the accumulation of Th cells is determined solely by the simple influx
parameter S. The results become much more interesting if the model is made
to account explicitly for the dynamics of, for instance, virgin and/or memory
precursor subpopulations of this Th clone (De Boer and Hogeweg, 1987a).
Because the number of accumulated (memory) precursor cells differs for (1)
(self) antigens that are present at the time the immune system develops, and
for (2) (foreign) antigens that invade the system at the time the system has
fully matured, self and non-self antigens can be discriminated by simple
processes that turn out to be intrinsic to Th activation and proliferation (De
Boer and Hogeweg, I 987a).

Memory accumulation

Th populations (eqn (6)) in fact consist of cells in different stages of
maturation. We here discern 'fully activated' cells (Th) and 'resting' cells
(Tm). Activated cells become resting cells whenever they are insufficiently
activated by antigen; resting cells can be re-activated by antigen. Activation
with antigen is incorporated in the model by means of an arbitrary saturation
function: G(Ag). For reasons of simplicity, we call the resting cell stage the
'memory' stage, i.e. Tm cells. We assume our 'memory' cells to be long-lived
(Th cells are short-lived). We thus propose the following model:

S,..-
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IL2 = (MIR) Th Gh(Ag) (5b)

Th' = Tm Gm(Ag) Th (1 Gh(Ag))+ S Gh(Ag)+ P Th F(IL2) Dh Th (6a)

Tm' = Tm G(Ag)+ Th (1 Gh(Ag)) Dm Tm (7)

The functions Gm(Ag) and Gh(Ag) specify the rates of antigenic (re)activation
of Tm and Th respectively. Note that IL2 production, and the influx of
activated Th cells (S), now also depend on antigenic stimulation (according
to Gh(Ag)). Dh and D. are the rates of Th and Tm turnover respectively (i.e.
Dh > D.). F(IL2) is the above-mentioned IL2 doseresponse function. We
have assumed that the reactivation of memory cells requires a higher antigen
concentration or higher antigen affinity than does the (re)activation of Th
cells (i.e. Gm(Ag) Gh(Ag)). However, recent empirical data (Cerrotini and
MacDonald, 1989) suggest the reverse).

Selfnon-self discrimination

Assume that all antigens (self or non-self) fail to initiate proliferation due to
the proliferation threshold (i.e. assume that S< 10). This is a controversial
assumption, but one which will give rise to interesting results. Self-antigens
are present before the immune system develops (i.e. when S=0, no influx of
lymphocytes). As soon as cells recognizing this self-antigen (Ag) start
emerging from the thymus they are immediately activated (i.e. Gh(Ag) is
saturated) and these cells persist as activated Th cells (cells are fully
reactivated, i.e. no Tm are generated). Because S< 10 (as was assumed
above), the Th population cannot proliferate: the self-antigen is tolerated.
Now consider a foreign antigen and a Th clone that matches this antigen with
maximum affinity. Due to the large repertoire of self-antigens and the
multispecifity of lymphocyte receptors, this particular clone is expected to
crossreact with some of the self-antigens. If this interaction with the self-
antigens is low (if it is not low, we are again dealing with a self-reactive clone)
this clone accumulates Tm cells (provided the foreign antigen remains
absent). Whenever these cells emerge from the thymus they are poorly
(re)activated by the crossreactive self-antigens (i.e. Gm(Ag) and Gh(Ag) are
small); hence activated Th cells generally revert to the Tm stage. Because Tm
cells are long-lived these cells persist: short-lived Th cells are replaced by
long-lived Tm cells. As a consequence the total clone size (i.e. Th + Tm)
increases markedly. Due to this increase the helper population will cross the
proliferation threshold. Thus, whenever the foreign antigen is introduced
(which saturizes Gm(Ag) and Gh(Ag)) the accumulated memory cells are
reactivated and proliferation is initiated. We conclude that these clonal Th
models remain tolerant to self-antigens and respond to non-self-antigens.
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Selfnon-self discrimination can thus be generated without any suppressive
mechanism.

In comparison to the above-analysed idiotypic network models that give
percolation problems, our clonal Th proliferation models thus turn out to be
very powerful. Moreover, the memory phenomenon that was generated by
idiotypic interactions in the 2D network of Fig. I can also be accounted for
by the Tm cells in the helper proliferation model. Following antigen re-
jection, the enlarged Th population is no longer restimulated by antigen
(i.e. Gh(Ag)= 0) and all cells revert to the long-lived Tm stage. The Tm cells
persist and account for memory if the system is restimulated with the same
antigen. In conclusion, our comparison of idiotypic network models with Th
proliferation models demonstrates that the 'clonal selection' systems are to
be preferred.

IDIOTYPIC NETWORKS WITH Th CELLS

For immunological reasons we decided to combine our B cell idiotypic
network model with our Th proliferation model. Classical B cells can only be
stimulated and only proliferate and produce antibodies if they are 'helped'
concomitantly by activated helper T cells. These Th cells provide growth and
maturation factors that B cells require for propagation through the cell cycle.
Moreover, it can be hypothesized that the incorporation of Th cells is one of
the putative extensions of idiotypic network theory that might possibly
reduce the extensive percolation. Th cells can be incorporated in two
different ways: (1) as Thld cells (Janeway, 1988), and (2) as classical MHC-
restricted Th cells. The MHC-restricted cells give the most interesting results
(De Boer and Hogeweg, 1989c); we will here discuss these results briefly. For
reasons of minimalization, we have ignored the proliferation threshold in
these Th-B idiotypic interactions (i.e. we have omitted the autocatalytic IL2
dynamics).

The MHC-restricted interaction between a Th and a B cell implies the
processing of the antigens that the B cell presents to the Th cells. To put it
briefly, B cells recognize the native antigenic protein, bind it (via the surface
immunoglobulin (sIg) receptor), internalize it, and digest it into peptidic
fragments. These fragments are presented to the Th cells in conjunction with
class II MHC molecules. The Th receptor (TcR) recognizes this conjugate,
i.e. it matches complementarily to MHC plus peptidic fragment. See Chesnut
and Grey (1986) for a review of these (debated!) issues. For the present
discussion it is important to establish that B and T cells 'see' antigen
differently. If we now consider an idiotypic interaction between a B cell and a
Th cell (i.e. a slgTcR interaction), we must assume that the B cell's sIg can
directly match the T cell's TcR, but that the TcR can only match the sIg after
it is processed and presented in conjunction with class II MHC molecules.
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This interaction is therefore asymmetric: if the slg matches complementarily
to the TcR it is very unlikely that the same TcR matches the processed and
conjugated form of this sIg. Thus the attractive symmetry assumption, which
seems so natural in idiotypic BB interactions, seems invalid for the idiotypic
TB interaction.

Now consider a ThB idiotypic network (see Fig. 4). B, recognizes antigen
(Ag), B2 is anti-idiotypic to B, (this is a symmetric interaction). T2 recognizes
the processed idiotype on the surface of B,, i.e. T2 is anti-idiotypic to B,.
Because T2 is closely connected to B,, T2 provides the 'help' that B, requires
for proliferation. This is an asymmetric interaction: B, cannot recognize T2,
but T2 recognizes and helps B,. T, is similarly anti-idiotypic to B2. If the
system of Fig. 4 is perturbed with antigen, both B, and an antigen-specific Th
cell (i.e. T,) are activated. (This T, recognizes this antigen in a processed form
as presented by an antigen-presenting cell.) It is generally assumed in
immunology that the antigen brings B, and T, together (possible on the
surface of antigen-presenting cells). Hence, the local production of lympho-
kines by T, provides help for B, which results in B, proliferation. As a
consequence, T2 commences proliferation (being stimulated by the anti-
idiotypic B, population). B, is thus further helped by an expanding T2
population. Additionally, the anti-idiotypic B cells (i.e. B2) are activated (i.e.
receptors are crosslinked) by the expansion of B,. However, observing the
scheme of Fig. 4 (or the behaviour of our models, De Boer and Hogeweg,
1989c) we infer that B2 cannot proliferate because these cells are not being
helped. T3, which is fully capable of helping B2, is not activated by the
idiotypic cascade (it would only become activated if B2 were to proliferate).
Thus the idiotypic signal stops at the level of T2, i.e. the cascade involves only
two clones. Because this is not really a network but is merely a ThB cell
cooperation system, we conclude that Th interactions help us to escape from

Antigen Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Ag),

Nk

Fig. 4. A scheme of an idiotypic ThB cell network. B, and an antigen specific
Th cell (i.e. T,) recognize antigen (Ag): they belong to level one. The B, idiotype
is recognized by a B cell of the second level (i.e. BO and by a Th cell (TO that
recognizes the (processed) B, idiotype. T, provides the growth and maturation
factors that enable B, to respond to antigen (Ag) or to idiotype (82). B2 is helped
by T, (etc.). The figure shows that the anti-idiotypic response of B2 is never
initiated, because B2's helper cells (TO are not activated by the idiotypic cascade.
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the seemingly inevitable idiotypic network theory. Note, moreover, that (due
to the asymmetry) this 2D ThB network cannot account for memory: if
antigen is rejected the sIg of B, no longer receives any antigenic or idiotypic
signal. B, ceases to proliferate and reverts to the virgin state. As a conse-
quence T2 is no longer activated, and also reverts to the virgin state.

DISCUSSION

The most general conclusions of this overview of our previous (and present)
work are: (1) that clonal immune system models are more powerful than
idiotypic network models, i.e. even simple clonal Th proliferation models
account for essential properties of immune systems, whereas reasonable
idiotypic networks seem to imply unreasonable percolation problems, and
(2) that functional idiotypic networks are not inevitable, but simply fail to
develop if idiotypic BB interactions are helper dependent (as most other
immune reactions are). The second conclusion is very important for the first
one, because it seems to allow us to concentrate on clonal selection models
and to ignore idiotypic interactions. Further work on clonal models seems a
worthwhile line to pursue. For instance, we think that the antigen presenta-
tion processes will prove to be of essential importance in immunoregulation.
Switches from IgM to IgG production, from aspecific antigen presentation
by monocytes to specific presentation by B cells, and from low-affinity to
high-affinity immunoglobulins by somatic mutation, seem powerful ingredi-
ents for the clonal selection models that we plan to develop in the future.

Regulatory effects of profound idiotypic network structures, however,
cannot be ruled out completely. Numerous idiotypic interactions have
recently been described in early (developing) immune systems. It has been
demonstrated that in the early repertoire of young mice, B cell clones
producing IgM molecules have numerous idiotypic interactions with other B
cell clones (Holmberg et a/., 1986; Vakil and Kearny, 1986). The use of
monoclonal antibodies has led to the description of multi-level (i.e. pro-
found) network structures (Vakil and Kearny, 1986). These idiotypic interac-
tions seem to play a role in the selection of the T and B cell repertoires
because experimental manipulation of these early idiotypic interactions
selects (positively or negatively) specific immune reactions during mature life
(Vakil and Kearny, 1986). Other recent findings suggest that these early IgM
networks may in fact be constituted by a special cell lineage: the Ly1+ or
CDS+ B cells (Hayakawa, 1984). These cells occur predominantly during
early life, are multispecific, and autoaggressive (Hayakawa, 1984). It seems
quite likely that most of the IgM idiotypic interactions are helper indepen-
dent (Th are expected to force these B cells to switch to the production of
IgG). From our own results, we would indeed expect profound network
structures for such multispecific and helper-independent B cells (even in the
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absence of antigenic triggering (De Boer, 1988; De Boer and Hogeweg,
1989b)). Analysing the possible role of the early IgM networks in repertoire
selection and, possibly, in selfnon-self discrimination thus seems another
topic for further study.

With regard to the mature immune systems comprised of classical B and
MHC restricted Th cells, i.e. the systems which display the phenomenon of
antigen-specific memory and which also discriminate self from non-self, we
however propose to concentrate on immune system models of clonal
responses to antigen. The analogy with neural networks, which suggests that
immune systems are 'cognitive' (Varela et al., 1988) and 'know' about self-
antigens and 'memorize' antigens has probably been pursued too far.
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